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The following five games have been remastered: Age of Empires I, Age of Empires II: The Age of Kings, Age of Empires II: The Conquerors, Civilization 3, and Civilization V. These have support for the highest of settings. As part of the ongoing
efforts to balance the game, a wide variety of tweaks and fixes to balance, AI, and randomisation are coming to Total War: ATTILA this patch. The patch is split into 3 components: SD lets you specify whether or not to allow certain choices from
other players. We’re doing a major update in this regard in the next patch. The mod author has done the hard work, but we still have to tweak the simulation to fit the new content. ATTILA has been released before, but has remained mostly in
the experimental stage. We’ve put a lot of effort into tuning the game to feel more balanced and natural. Combat is no longer under the total control of the player. The AI has a much larger impact on the combat outcome. In 1.5, the AI will no
longer be able to fully switch off all allied units, while the player can do so. A rope strike has too many desync effects. In 1.5, the desync effects are removed. This fix is somewhat specific to ATTILA and is not a replacement for the fixed rope
strike in other Total War games. We decided not to make any further patches for rope strike in ATTILA as there was no significant desync related feedback in this case. When the power fails, the light bar on your network card starts to blink,

and you need to reset it. Your ISP’s diagnostics software has identified a fault, and as luck would have it, your network card is one of those that has an available patch.
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